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Introduction: Gpu Base Espionage & Monitoring Systems are one of the most serious types of 

bot that surreptitiously log key board activity, and typically exfiltrate the recorded data to third 

parties. Now a day’s significant research and commercial efforts Bots are still pose an important 

threat of stealing personal and financial information. Adulterate Bot can be implemented as little 

bits of tiny software and will be hardware devices. Software Espionage can be implemented 

either at the user or kernel level .Mostly User-level Espionage and monitoring system generally 

use high-level APIs to monitor Bots. For example, Windows provides the GetAsyncKeyState 

function to determine whether a key is pressed or not at the time the function is called, and 

whether the key was pressed after a previous call. User-space Espionage, while easy to write, is 

also relatively easy to detect, using hook-based techniques [28]. In contrast, kernel level 

Espionage run inside the OS kernel and record all data originating from the keyboard. Typically, 

a kernel level Espionage& Monitoring Systems hooks specific system calls or driver functions. 

The injected malicious code is programmed to capture all users. Although kernel-level 

Espionage&Monitoring Systems are more sophisticated and stealthy than user-level Espionage& 

Monitoring Systems, they heavily rely on kernel code modifications, and thus can be detected by 

kernel integrity and code attestation tools [25, 26]. In this paper, we present how Adulterate Bots 

can tap the general-purpose computation capability of modern graphics processors to increase the 

stealthiest of Espionage& Monitoring Systems. By instructing the GPU to carefully monitor via 

DMA the physical page where the keyboard buffer resides, a Gpu-based Espionage& Monitoring 

Systems can record all user keystrokes and store them in the memory space of the GPU. Now, 

computers face different types of attacks by malicious programs such as viruses and worms [11] 

[22]. A more recent threat is the presence of large numbers of com- promised machines, known 

as bots, working in a coordinated manner [13]. This Bots software is programmed to respond to 

various instructions remotely by the attacker through Command and Control (C&C) structure, 

using through the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) network as a communication channel. Once the bot 

is installed on a victim’s web sites or systems, it changes the system configuration to start itself 

each time the system boots.   

Problem Definition: In this paper, we present an algorithm to detect a single bot in the system 

based on correlating Different behaviours by monitoring specified API function calls executed 
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by the bot to perform Espionage& Monitoring Systems activity. These functions within specified 

time window might represent a security risk to computer systems. 

Literature Survey: Different works deal with the detection of key loggers. The simplest 

approach is to rely on signatures, i.e.  Fingerprint of a compiled executable. Many commercial 

anti-malware adopt this strategy; show that code obfuscation is a sound strategy to elude 

detection. In  the  case of user-space Espionage & Monitoring System,  we do  not  even  need  to  

obfuscate  the  code.  The complexity  of these  Espionage & Monitoring System  is  so  low   to  

the  source  code  are  trivial.  While ours  is  the  technique  to  solely  rely  on  unprivileged  

mechanisms, several approaches have been recently proposed to  detect privacy-breaching  

malware,  including  Bots. One popular technique that deals with malware in general is taint 

analysis.  It  basically  tries  to  track  how  the  data  is accessed  by different  processes by 

tracking  the  propagation of the tainted data. Moreover, furthermore, all these approaches 

require a privileged execution environment and thus are not applicable to our setting.  

In the current scenario, security concerns are priority for any organization. Attackers are using 

various key logging techniques to gain sensitive data especially user login credentials, once 

attacker gets these credentials, they can easily authenticate themselves as authentic user. 

In [1], the author has proposed a new pattern of virtual keyboard. The solution in this paper 

emphasizes on login credential protection from screen capture software by using the concept of 

reordering of the keys. This is providing solution to only screen capturing software. But this 

captures the screen only when an event occurs. While in case of screen recording software there 

is no need of event occurrence. Keystrokes can easily be guessed by analyzing the recorded 

video. 

In [9], the author has proposed a solution to the screen capturing key logger by using a color 

coding mechanism and dynamic keyboard layout .The major aw of this solution is that an 

attacker can identify the keys clicked on virtual key board. This can be done by analyzing the 

pattern of screen shot captured from the first appearance of the keyboard when no color coding 

mechanism is induced in it. 
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In [4], this paper, threat perception has been discussed about the computer security and the 

privacy. It explains various techniques of key logging and describes detail working of key 

loggers. There are different places to put the key logger. It can be anywhere between any virtual 

keyboard and windows procedure. The thorough study shows that the right place to add anti-key 

logging mechanism is just before the window procedure.  Detecting bots based on key logging 

activities. In Proceedings of the 2008 Third International Conference on Availability, Reliability 

and Security, ARES'08, pages 896â902, march 2008. Austin A and Williams L, One Technique 

is not enough: A Comparison of Vulnerability Discovery Techniques, International Symposium 

on Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement (ESEM). Das D, Sharma U and 

Bhattacharyya D.K, an Approach to Detection of SQL Injection Attack Based on Dynamic 

Query Matching, International Journal of Computer Applications. 

Monark Bag is a Lecturer in MBA (IT) and MS (CLIS) Division of Indian Institute of 

Information Technology, Allahabad. He holds a B.Tech (Computer Science and Engineering); 

He is highly engaged in teaching and research. His research interest includes expert system, 

control chart pattern recognition, quality control, optimization techniques, intrusion detection 

Systems. He has published 

Many papers in reputed journals, conferences and book chapters. Ashwani kumar received the 

B.Tech in Computer Science & Engineering from UPTU India in 2010. He is pursuing MS in 

Cyber Law & Information Security at Indian Institute of Information Technology. His research 

interests include network security and operating system security. 

Sunil Kumar   received the B. Tech in Computer Science & Engineering from UPTU India in 

2009. He is pursuing MS in Cyber Law & Information Security at Indian Institute of Information 

Technology. 

Different works deal with the detection of key loggers. The simplest approach is to rely on 

signatures, i.e.  Fingerprint of a compiled executable. Many commercial anti-malware adopt this 

strategy; show that code obfuscation is a sound strategy to elude detection. In  the  case of user-

space Espionage & Monitoring System,  we do  not  even  need  to  obfuscate  the  code.  The 

complexity  of these  Espionage & Monitoring System  is  so  low   to  the  source  code  are  

trivial.  While ours  is  the  technique  to  solely  rely  on  unprivileged  mechanisms, several 
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approaches have been recently proposed to  detect privacy-breaching  malware,  including  Bots. 

One popular technique that deals with malware in general is taint analysis.  It  basically  tries  to  

track  how  the  data  is accessed  by different  processes by tracking  the  propagation of the 

tainted data. Moreover, furthermore, all these approaches require a privileged execution 

environment and thus are not applicable to our setting.  

In the current scenario, security concerns are priority for any organization. Attackers are using 

various key logging techniques to gain sensitive data especially user login credentials, once 

attacker gets these credentials, they can easily authenticate themselves as authentic user. 

In [1], the author has proposed a new pattern of virtual keyboard. The solution in this paper 

emphasizes on login credential protection from screen capture software by using the concept of 

reordering of the keys. This is providing solution to only screen capturing software. But this 

captures the screen only when an event occurs. While in case of screen recording software there 

is no need of event occurrence. Keystrokes can easily be guessed by analyzing the recorded 

video. 

In [9], the author has proposed a solution to the screen capturing key logger by using a color 

coding mechanism and dynamic keyboard layout .The major aw of this solution is that an 

attacker can identify the keys clicked on virtual key board. This can be done by analyzing the 

pattern of screen shot captured from the first appearance of the keyboard when no color coding 

mechanism is induced in it. 

In [4], this paper, threat perception has been discussed about the computer security and the 

privacy. It explains various techniques of key logging and describes detail working of key 

loggers. There are different places to put the key logger. It can be anywhere between any virtual 

keyboard and windows procedure. The thorough study shows that the right place to add anti-key 

logging mechanism is just before the window procedure.  Detecting bots based on key logging 

activities. In Proceedings of the 2008 Third International Conference on Availability, Reliability 

and Security, ARES'08, pages 896â902, march 2008. Austin A and Williams L, One Technique 

is not enough: A Comparison of Vulnerability Discovery Techniques, International Symposium 

on Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement (ESEM). Das D, Sharma U and 
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Bhattacharyya D.K, an Approach to Detection of SQL Injection Attack Based on Dynamic 

Query Matching, International Journal of Computer Applications. 

Monark Bag is a Lecturer in MBA (IT) and MS (CLIS) Division of Indian Institute of 

Information Technology, Allahabad. He holds a B.Tech (Computer Science and Engineering); 

He is highly engaged in teaching and research. His research interest includes expert system, 

control chart pattern recognition, quality control, optimization techniques, intrusion detection 

Systems. He has published 

Many papers in reputed journals, conferences and book chapters. Ashwani kumar received the 

B.Tech in Computer Science & Engineering from UPTU India in 2010. He is pursuing MS in 

Cyber Law & Information Security at Indian Institute of Information Technology. His research 

interests include network security and operating system security. 
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Related Work  

Crypto-frame helps developers build web applications  that protect data confidentiality despite  

arbitrary  server  compromise  and this  is  the  first  work  that  fully  tackles  this  thread  model 

.The  rest  of  this  chapter  describes  the  relation  between  our  contributions  and  prior  work  

in  more  detail. 

WEB SERVER SECURITY 

Many techniques have been  proposed to deal  with  security vulnerabilities in server side web 

application  code, statically checking  the  application code[3,26],checking security rules at 

runtime[15,28]or structuring the web application to minimize the impact of 

vulnerabilities[10,13].While these techniques make it difficult for an adversary  to exploit a 

vulnerabilities  in  the web application, they  do not  address arbitrary  server side compromises  

and  they  assume  the  adversary  does  not  get  access  to  certain  components, once the 

adversary compromises  these  components. He could gain access to confidential data. We  
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present applications  built  with  crypto-frame  that  prevent  an  adversary   with  full  access  to  

the  server  from  getting  access  to  the  plaintext  data. Separating  authentication  from  the  

rest of an  application  is  often done using  single sign  on  systems  such  as Open-ID. As  we  

describe  later crypto-Frame’s identity provider adopts  a similar  approach  for  user login and  

for  mapping  human  readable  identities such  as  email  address to  a public  key. 

ISOLATION IN A WEB BROWSER 

Several  techniques  aim to  address  vulnerabilities  in  a web  application’s  client –side code 

.Our design  uses privilege separation in client- side  code  between trusted  code, which is 

signed and runs in the sensitive region  with  access  to  the  plaintext data, and  the  rest   of  the  

code which  can  be  altered  by  the  server  and  does not  have  access  to  plaintext  to  protect 

against  arbitrary  server-side  components. Code signing is used to designate trusted code in 

java. ActiveX  and  other.  Crypto-frame’s  templatized  verification can  be  through  of  as  code  

signing  for  the  HTML  and  JavaScript  that  runs  in  a sensitive  region. 

CRYOTOGRAPHIC PROTECTION 

A position paper  by  christodorescu [4] proposes  encrypting  and  decrypting  data  in a  web  

browser   before  sending  it  to an  un-trusted  web  server, but  does  not describe  how to  

privilege  separate  client side code  or distribute  key  among  users. Several  paste-bin  sites 

encrypt text in  the  browser  before uploading  it  to  the  server and  decrypt it in the browser  

when the user comes  back to  the  same  page[6,22]. Crypto-frame  to  develop  application s 

that  protect  confidential  data  in web  application  despite active  attacks which can  inject  

arbitrary  java-script code  into  the  web  browser. 

Crypt-Db [16]  processes  SQL  queries  over  encrypted  data and provides some  guarantee of  

security  in the  event  that the  application  server is  compromised  that  only  data of  logged  in  

users  is  leaked. 

Existing techniques for bots detection  

Most of these techniques use signature-based detection by analyzing network traffic [10] [9]. 

Although analyzing network traffic using a signature-based approach is a useful mechanism for 

bot detection, it becomes more difficult if the botmaster’s commands are encrypted. Different 
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research performed by Binkley [7] uses anomaly-based detection to detect the be- haviour of the 

bot. The anomaly detection technique looks for the deviation from a defined normal traffic. In 

this section, we will present current related work in bot detection techniques and the associated 

problems. Recent work by bar ford [5] represents a good introduction to understanding and 

analyzing the behaviours of the bots. Most of the research conducted in this area concentrates on 

detecting botnets rather than an individual bot [10] [9] [2] and, to the best of our knowledge, 

little research has been performed in this area. Freiling et al. [10] [13] use a non- productive 

resource such as honey-pot to collect bot binaries. Their approach is based on allowing the 

infected honey-pot to emulate the bot activities and analyzing network traffic to shut down the 

remote control network. Although honey-pots allow administrators to look at security events in 

more detail, they cannot detect these events without receiving activity directed against them [3]. 

In addition, the process of emulating the bot action to penetrate the remote network can be 

discovered if the botnets size is relatively small. To avoid these problems, our work focuses on 

monitoring API function calls generated by the bot and correlates these function calls within a 

specified time-windows to detect malicious activities. In addition, host- based detection is used 

to investigate the presence of the bot in our system.  

Web Based Monitoring System in WSN 

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network made of numerous small independent sensor 

nodes, which consist of a battery, radio, sensors, and a minimal amount of on-board computing 

power. These nodes do not have a pre-programmed network topology that gives them the 

flexibility of self-organizing into a network but are low on resources. These nodes are built with 

power conservation in mind because of lack of resources such as electrical energy etc [13]. 

Because of this, the production generally cost large amounts. Advances in silicon radio chips, 

coupled with cleverly crafted routing algorithms and network software are promising to 

eliminate those wires and their installation and maintenance costs.  
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 Given below is an example of nodes deployed as a wireless sensor network. 

There are numerous nodes/sensors deployed in a field that respond to the message sent by the 

base station. Typically, the message is broadcasted throughout the network and the node that is 

supposed to read it and sends a reply message back to the station. If the node is not able to make 

any direct communication with the station, then the message is routed through the nodes to the 

base station. These tiny sensor nodes, which consist of sensing, data processing, and 

communicating components, leverage the idea of sensor networks based on collaborative effort 

of a large number of nodes. These networks can use several different wireless technologies 

including IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs, Bluetooth and radio frequency identification (RFID). 

But, right now most of the action is with low-power radios that have a range of about 30 to 200 

feet and data rates of up to around300K bit/sec [3]. Most of these, with their accompanying 

network software and APIs, are proprietary products. But, the IEEE last year approved the 

802.15.4 low-rate standard for simple, short-range wireless network whose radio components 

could run several years on a single battery. The described features ensure a wide range of 

features in a sensor network that includes military, health and environmental applications. For 

example, in case of a gas leak, sensors can be deployed from a plane, and as soon as they are 

released, they form a network and report the level of toxic gas in the air. When they land on the 

ground, they can read the level of traffic movement on the roads [3, 6]. 
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Technologies Tools 

Sensor Nodes 

The project has been implemented using Telos Revision B or Telos Sky motes, and there is no 

functional difference between the 2 motes. Tmote sky has a slight change to the 8-pin JTAG 

connector on Telos Revision B that allows USB power to be routed to an auxiliary board. The 

USB power line is useful for systems that use rechargeable batteries and allows these batteries to 

be charged using the USB power whenever Tmote sky is connected to a PC [3]. 

                               

 

 

                                            Sensor Nodes 

 TinyOS 

TinyOS is an open source operating system designed specifically for wireless sensor 

Networks. It features a component-based architecture which makes consistent upgrades 

Easy and minimizing the code size [6]. 

 SQL Server  

SQL Server 2000 is used in the JDBC layer for storing all the readings from the sensor 

Network and present them on the front end in a user-friendly manner. Microsoft SQL 

Server is a relational database management system produced by Microsoft. It supports 

 a Superset of Structured Query Language SQL, the most common database language. 
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 It is Commonly used by businesses for small to medium sized databases, and in the  

past 5 Years large enterprise databases have been implemented and it competes with  

other Relational database products for this market segment. [5] 

 Java SDK 1.4.2 

Java is an open source, cross platform language developed by SUN Microsystems and 

Used to make various kinds of applications. For this project Java 1.4.2 was used as a 

Development platform. 

 Apache Tomcat 

Apache Tomcat is a servlet container on which the application will be deployed which Can be 

accessed from a web browser. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                         

 

                

                

Architecture and design of WSN 
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3.7Architecture and design 

The application is designed using MVC architecture that eased up the process of adding new 

features or testing newly implemented algorithms on motes. MVC is a software architecture 

which separates an application’s data model, user interface and control logic into 3 separate 

components. [7] 

Future Improvements 

Given below are some possible improvements or project alterations that can be useful. 

(1)  Implementing Monitoring termination from the web console because currently administrator 

can only pause the monitoring. That still allows the motes to send reading but they are ignored 

by application. 

(2)  Implement more data analysis and statistical algorithms. 

(3)  Make the application multi administrator compatible. Currently it is assumed that there is 

only one administrator. 

(4)  Implement the data plotting graphs in AJAX and improve the image updating time. 

3.9 Monitorin Survey 

Different works deal with the detection of key loggers. The simplest approach is to rely on 

signatures, i.e.  Fingerprint of a compiled executable. Many commercial anti-malware adopt this 

strategy; show that code obfuscation is a sound strategy to elude detection. In  the  case of user-

space Espionage & Monitoring System,  we do  not  even  need  to  obfuscate  the  code.  The 

complexity  of these  Espionage & Monitoring System  is  so  low   to  the  source  code  are  

trivial.  While ours  is  the  technique  to  solely  rely  on  unprivileged  mechanisms, several 

approaches have been recently proposed to  detect privacy-breaching  malware,  including  Bots. 

One popular technique that deals with malware in general is taint analysis.  It  basically  tries  to  

track  how  the  data  is accessed  by different  processes by tracking  the  propagation of the 

tainted data. Moreover, furthermore, all these approaches require a privileged execution 

environment and thus are not applicable to our setting.  
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In the current scenario, security concerns are priority for any organization. At-tackers are using 

various key logging techniques to gain sensitive data especially user login credentials, once 

attacker gets these credentials, they can easily authenticate themselves as authentic user. 

In [1], the author has proposed a new pattern of virtual keyboard. The solution in this paper 

emphasizes on login credential protection from screen capture software by using the concept of 

reordering of the keys. This is providing solution to only screen capturing software. But this 

captures the screen only when an event occurs. While in case of screen recording software there 

is no need of event occurrence. Keystrokes can easily be guessed by analyzing the recorded 

video. 

 

 


